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Merry CryptoLocker: 
Datto Saves the Vacation
As the owner of a small IT shop, Don Beller of Your IT 
Guy often finds it difficult to get away with the family 
for a little R&R. With over 25 years of IT experience, 
providing network design, IT consulting, cabling  
services, and desktop and server support, Beller  
has many loyal clients that rely on his services on a 
daily basis. That’s why he decided to take a vacation 
over the holidays, a time when business needs tend  
to slow down.  
 
The Beller family headed to Colorado for a few days of skiing. The vacation 
was going well until one morning, when Beller received a frantic call from a 
client about 1500 miles away.

“My client decided to click on an email they should not have and infected not 
only their PC, but also data on the network drive,” says Beller. His customer, 
a national landscape architecture firm, had contracted CryptoLocker, a 
ransomware trojan, which encrypted network files. Although this virus 
is readily removed, files remain encrypted in a way which is considered 
infeasible to break. Historically, paying the ransom is the only way to recover 
files that had not been backed up. 

Despite being so far away, Beller remained unruffled. “I was able to calm 
them down and assure them all would be good due to the fact that we had a 
Datto backup solution in place.” Beller remoted into the customer’s network, 
deleted the compromised data, mounted his restore point and moved the data 
back to the network. 

“I was able to clean up the virus by deleting all of the files that were infected 
and restoring the information straight from the Datto product,” says Beller. 
“Within an hour all was well in the world again.”

The best part of the story? Don didn’t miss any time on the slopes. “I was able 
to finish my vacation knowing that I could successfully support my clients’ 
needs because Datto has my back!”

I’VE TRIED TO ALIGN MYSELF 
WITH VENDORS WHO ARE 
HIGH ON THE SUPPORT-
LEVEL. THAT’S WHY I 
PARTNER WITH DATTO.
Don Beller, Your IT Guy
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Datto Satisfies Many Needs
For Don Beller, it doesn’t get any better than Datto solutions. “First and 
foremost, I love the product. With the technology that the backup solution 
brings to the table, it satisfies many needs. Also, just the ease of use is the 
best thing about the product for me.”

Specifically, Don appreciates Datto’s proprietary Inverse Chain Technology™. 
“With some of the old backups that were in play in the past, if you had a 
corrupted backup in the middle of a chain, it would wipe out all of the previous 
data. Datto has circumvented that with the inverse chain technology.” 

Support You Can Rely On 
Beller also appreciates the around-the-clock assistance Datto offers its 
partners. “The Partner Portal access makes life easy. Also the support has 
been phenomenal. Being a small business owner, I’ve tried to align myself 
with vendors who are high on the support-level. That’s why I partner with 
Datto.” 

About Datto
Datto is an innovative provider of comprehensive backup, recovery, and 
business continuity solutions used by thousands of managed service providers 
worldwide. Datto’s 160+ PB purpose-built cloud and family of software and 
hardware devices provide Total Data Protection everywhere business data 
lives. Whether business data is on-prem in a physical or virtual server, in the 
cloud, or in SaaS applications, only Datto offers end-to-end recoverability and 
single-vendor accountability. Learn more at www.datto.com. 

I WAS ABLE TO FINISH MY 
VACATION KNOWING THAT 
I COULD SUCCESSFULLY 
SUPPORT MY CLIENTS’ 
NEEDS BECAUSE DATTO  
HAS MY BACK!
Don Beller, Your IT Guy
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